What can sit in a Libguide and what can sit in Conneqt?

Conneqt should be the first place your students go to when accessing their class resources. The Libguide should be used as a research tool that can contain overarching resources that are applicable to the subject/concept/area that you are teaching.

**Conneqt**
- Day to day resources for individual lessons.
- Documents for a specific lesson
- Media Video and Audio resources for a specific lesson
- Lesson Notes
- Homework
- Assessment guides
- Course Summaries
- Assessment
  - Marksbook feedback

**Libguide**
- Research Search Engines
  - Oliver
  - Jstor
  - EBSCO
  - Britannica
- Theme/Concept resources
  - Vetted websites
  - Clickview, YouTube videos
  - Slideshows
- Relevant Library resources
  - Resources from our catalogue
  - Links to other guides
- Referencing & Academic Honesty